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THE HUNDRED BRIDGES OF THE HUNDRED OF 

BLACKBURN IN THE i7th CENTURY.

By A. Langshaw, J.P. 

Read 25 May, 1946.

I N October of the year 1684 the Justices of the Peace sitting in 
Quarter Sessions at Preston complied with an Order made by 

the Lord Chief Justice of Assize that Loyns Bridge, near Hornby, 
a Hundred Bridge in the Lonsdale Hundred, should be erected 
at a cost of £1,250, and that the whole County of Lancashire 
should bear the charge. But the Justices were careful to place 
on record that the Order should not be a " President to after time 
to make the Loyns Bridge a County Bridge, nor to overthrow 
ancient agreement for each Hundred to repair and maintain their 
particular Bridges, the three County Bridges excepted." Just 
how ancient was this agreement between the Hundreds has not 
been ascertained, but it appears very probable that the obligation 
of the twenty-eight holders of the manors that comprised 
Blackburnshire in the days of Edward the Confessor to repair 
their bridges was imposed upon all the " good men " of the 
Hundred. In the days of the early Plantagenets Commissions 
were being set up to inquire into the state of certain bridges which 
were reported to be ruinous, and to settle the obligation of repair 
upon the person or persons responsible for their upkeep. It 
would appear that there was no obligation upon the County either 
to erect or to repair bridges before the Act of 22 Henry VIII, 
which gave the Justices the power to do this, " as it shall seem by 
their discretions to be necessary and convenient for the speedy 
amendment of bridges," if they failed to discover " what hundred, 
town, parish, person, or body politick ought to repair Bridges 
broken in the Highway."

It is quite evident from the wording of that Act that before 
that time the Hundreds were building and amending their own 
Hundred Bridges, and especially must this have been the case in 
Lancashire, where the Hundreds antedate the County itself. A
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glance at the indexes to the Calendars of Patent Rolls reveals 
the extent to which pontage was granted to the person, or body 
of persons, very often a Corporation, in aid of the repair or the 
rebuilding of the most important bridges. In Lancashire the 
earliest mention is made of Ribble and Darwen Bridges (1302), 
Warrington and Sankey (1305), Lancaster (1324), and Eadsford 
(1339), as having become subject to toll in order that repairs 
might be undertaken, and of these only the first two and the last 
are in the Hundred of Blackburn. But whereas in the first case 
the grant was made to the Bailiffs and good men of Walton in le 
Dale, in the latter case it was made to the commonalty of Black- 
burnshire.

Although we have no instance of any chapel standing upon any 
of the Bridges in the Hundred, yet the bridge over the Ribble at 
Walton and that over the same river at Clitheroe had chapels 
at their immediate approaches. In 1365 John the Hermit of 
Singleton had licence to have divine service in the chapel at the 
foot of Ribble Bridge, on the Walton side of the river, for three 
years ; while the Chapel of St. Nicholas at Eadsford, which stood 
on the Yorkshire side of the bridge, was erected and endowed 
with lands earlier than 1211, but whether the bridge had replaced 
the ford at that early date is not known.

That good men in their wills left money for the upkeep of bridges 
is known. Early in the reign of Edward the First, Henry de 
Blackburn left the sum of 2s. a year for the repair of Sawley 
Bridge, the money to be derived from the rent of lands held by 
Richard son of Richard of Bolton (by Bowland) and their suc 
cessors for ever. There is the record of Henry de Rishton of 
Dunkenhalgh, who by will, proved in 1428, left the sum of 6s. 8d. 
for the repair of Holt Bridge, which lies on the highway between 
Rishton and Clayton-le-Moors. In " The Spending of the Money 
of Robert Nowell," the sum of 33. 4d. was given towards the poor 
in Sabden, and " towards the mending of Sabden Bridge," while 
an additional sum of IDS. was given " to the Collectors towards 
the building of Hodder Bridge." The wording of this last item 
points to the fact that this bridge was built by public subscription, 
and that the Sherburnes and the others mentioned by name in 
the contract did not bear the sole cost of that " sufficient and 
abyll bryge of stone," built by Roger Crossley in the year 1563
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at Lower Hodder. It is likely that a bridge, probably a wooden 
one upon stone piers, existed at that place at an early date, for 
there is a statement, with good authority behind it, that the 
Rector of Mitton, Adam Walton, had testified in 1329 that the 
Bridge over the Hodder was frequently broken down, the river 
being subject to floods. As a last example, in 1631 Richard Duck- 
worth of Ringstonhalgh left 403. towards the cost of building of 
the first bridge at Fenysford, over the River Calder, between the 
Townships of Whalley and Great Harwood,

It is extremely unlikely that the De Lacys, Lords of the Honour 
of Clitheroe, a territory almost co-terminous with the Hundred of 
Blackburn, and a family renowned for their deeds of piety and 
bridge building was counted one of the blessed things did not 
encourage their tenants to perform this important work of erecting 
and repairing bridges. Nor w7ould the Abbot and Convent of 
Whalley fail to add their encouragement, for their possessions in 
the Hundred were widespread. It is certain that the bridge 
spanned the Calder at the foot of the Nab at a very early date, 
for a grant is recorded from Adam de Huddleston to the Abbey, 
of a quarry beyond the " Bridge of Calder " in Billington in 1319. 
The Court Rolls of the Honour of Clitheroe reveal the existence 
of others. No fewer than seven were listed as being in Colne 
itself in the i6th century, while the term, " Bridge End," is a 
pointer to the fact that others, not specifically mentioned, had been 
built at that time. The occurrence of the surname " del Brigg " 
is a further indication of the presence of unnamed bridges, and this 
is found as early as 1323. Smithies Bridge over Rimington Brook, 
a Hundred Bridge of the iyth century, occurs in the Rolls in 1523, 
and Bradford Bridge, though not actually sited, but in all proba 
bility the other Hundred Bridge in the Township of Chatburn, 
is named at an even earlier date.

Nor were public benefactions entirely unknown in the I7th 
century. In Minutes and Orders of Quarter Sessions for January, 
1637, it is stated that Burscough Bridge was " lately built on the 
sole charge of (very unfortunately the space for the name is left 
blank), of Burscough, deceased, who hath left neither lands nor 
any personable estate chargeable with the repair of the Bridge, 
so as by law the same is to be repaired upon the charge of the 
country." Another instance of a bridge being built by a body of 
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public-spirited men is to be found in " The Humble Petition of 
Divers Inhabitants of Blackburn and other Places near adjoining 
Ewood Bridge," presented to the Justices in the year 1671. In 
it is the statement that " the Bridge was built about fifty years 
ago by the benevolence of clivers well-disposed persons, most of 
them being now dead, that there is no possibility of raising money 
that way for repair of it." The bridge is also of some interest 
for it appears as the only one mentioned in the Petitions as " much 
ruinated in the times of the late troubles of this country," while 
the petition goes on to state that it " is at present in such decay 
that, if not timely repaired, will endanger men's lives, and be at a 
great loss to the Market of Blackburn, and the Towns thereabouts" 
with the result that it was put upon the list of Hundred Bridges.

In the case of Fenysford Bridge mentioned above, this was 
erected partly by local subscription and partly by a Roll upon the 
Hundred. The old ford had become " in late years so worn and 
ground so rocky, that in short time it is thought will become 
altogether impassable, being almost impossible to be amended 
by the charge and labour of man. Whereupon some gentlemen 
of those parts have obtained from the bordering towns and some 
personages of worth a voluntary contribution or gratuity for 
erecting a stone bridge over the river in the passage or highway ; 
wherein we are credibly informed that a good sum will be that way 
raised toward the work to the value of One Hundred Pounds 
or thereabouts, which, as is thought, will half suffice to build a 
bridge." The Justices therefore ordered that a tax of Two 
Fifteenths should be assessed and paid through the Hundred of 
Blackburn, " provided that this assessment shall not be levied 
until such a time as the Clerk of the Peace for this County be 
certified by the Overseers that there is apparent hopes that the 
voluntary contributions together with this tax will perform the 
work." Unfortunately the first attempt at building the new 
bridge came to grief, " by reason of the late and great inundation 
of the river, to the great damage and loss of the country there 
abouts, and of the masons and workmen that builded the bridge." 
Whereupon with a promise of further contributions from the 
" gentlemen of best worth " in the neighbourhood, a further tax 
for a similar amount was levied, and this time the work was 
brought to a successful issue. But seven years had elapsed
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from the commencement of the work in 1632 before the bridge 
was open for traffic.

In two other cases, the New Bridge, or Quaker's Bridge, over 
Pendle Water, and Oaks Bridge in Clayton-le-Dale, local contri 
butions were supplemented by a tax on the Hundred. The Bridge 
over Pendle Water " had been quite taken away two or three 
years previously by the violence and tempestuous force of the 
river," and as it was now not often fordable, " some persons had 
lost their lives, some their goods, and strangers disappointed 
of their journey." For some reason or other when the petition 
for aid was first presented in 1662 nothing was granted. It was 
then carried to His Majesty's Justices of Assize for the County, 
and supported by many prominent men in this and neighbouring 
Hundreds. The result was a recommendation to the Justices 
of the Peace at Quarter Sessions at Preston that the petition 
should be granted, the Justices of Assize asserting that " the 
King had specially recommended to them the care of Bridges 
and Highways."

In Clayton-le-Dale a similar condition of things is represented, 
" a violent and heady stream very often unpassable," with the 
consequence that " very many men and horses with their loads 
had been overthrown, and in very great danger of their lives and 
loss of goods." There is a slight discrepancy in the documented 
statements concerning the need for this bridge. In the Petition 
to the Justices it is asserted that " there is not any bridge over 
the highway, nor has there heretofore been any bridge erected 
or builded over that brook." Later there is the definite statement 
that fit the place " formerly there was a wooden bridge." It 
seems hardly likely that Alexander Osbaldeston and John Talbot, 
along with other petitioners, would wilfully mis-state their case, 
but the discrepancy of fact is there. Whether there was a previous 
bridge or not, a stone bridge both for carts and loaden horses 
was erected in 1668, very probably the first of its kind at that 
place.

As it was not obligatory until the reign of George the Second 
that the indictment of a bridge should specifiy the type of traffic 
which it a'ccommodated for carts and carriages, or for horses, 
or for foot passengers only it is only very occasionally that a 
hint as to the nature of the bridge is given in the lyth century.
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The usual procedure followed in order to have a bridge amended 
was to have it presented to the Grand Jury at Quarter Sessions, 
generally with the statement that " it was ruinous and in great 
decay." The Justices then entreated two of the local gentry, 
magistrates themselves as a rule, to appoint a time convenient, 
to take with them workmen of skill, usually the masons of that 
neighbourhood, to ascertain the estimated cost of repair, and to 
lodge their certificate with the Justices at the next Sessions. In 
some cases the viewers are instructed to determine upon whom 
the duty of maintaining the bridge ought to rest, but this only 
occurs very rarely. Upon receipt of the certificate, the Justices 
usually granted the levying of the sum recommended by the 
viewers in very few cases do they cut the estimate and at the 
same time appointed two or more Supervisors of the work, as they 
were empowered to do by the Act of Henry VIII. But in no case 
when appointing the Supervisors did they offer payment for 
this work, though this they were fully entitled to do. That these 
Supervisors did receive payment in the form of an honorarium 
does appear from a scrutiny of several sets of accounts to be 
found among the petitions. In some instances the Supervisors 
suggest a certain sum, in some cases the certifying magistrates, 
but the actual amount to be paid is left " to the discretions of the 
Justices." In one or two cases the Supervisors include their 
charges in the accounts, as, for example, in the " Accounts for 
Burscough Bridge " in 1664, where one item reads : 

" For the charges of Mr. Osbaldeston and Edward Cooper, two of the 
Supervisors that attended the work, either of them 16 days, £i I2S. od."

These accounts were sometimes presented in open court at 
Preston ; at other times they were examined by the Justices 
of the Hundred of Blackburn at their Privy Sessions ; or on 
occasion some individual magistrate, who lived in close proximity 
to the newly-repaired bridge, was entreated to call before him the 
Supervisors, and in certain instances the workmen concerned, and 
check up and certify the accuracy of the accounts. Instructions 
are issued at the same time that, in case of default, the persons 
so defaulting were to be bound to answer their contempt at the 
following Sessions. The same order was issued with respect to 
the non-gathering of Bridge money by Petty and High Constables
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alike, and the High Constables were required at intervals to have 
their accounts viewed as the following Order illustrates : 

" The late High Constables of the Hundred of Blackburn for six years 
last past shall each of them at the next Privy Sessions to be holden for the 
Hundred make and present their Accounts for such sums of money as they 
received or stood charged to receive during their time as High Constables 
by virtue of any Roll or Estreat for Bridges and produce the said Rolls 
and sums therein mentioned and make it then appear what moneys they 
have received, unto whom they have been paid, and what is in their hands, 
and if the said High Constables shall make default then the Justices of 
Peace at the said Privy Sessions are desired to bind over the Refusers 
to the next Sessions here to be holden to answer their contempt and to be 
further dealt with according to Law."

In the year 1693 the Justices were evidently concerned about 
the mounting charges connected with the repair of bridges, and 
they issued the following Order, which, from its temper, must have 
caused a great deal of resentment in certain quarters.

" This Court taking into consideration what great sums of money are 
estreated upon the country upon pretence of repair of Bridges, and how 
forward some persons are to demand and exact great sums for the repair 
of Bridges, whereas much smaller sums were sufficient, and the moneys 
raised have not been employed for the due repair of the Bridges, but 
converted to their own private uses, or disburst in extravagant expences, 
This Court doth therefore appoint Mr. John Cockshutt and Mr. Thomas 
Greenfield now in Court to apply themselves to the Clerk of the Court for a 
list or particular of all such Bridges as have been presented at any Sessions 
here holden for ten years last past, with account of the names of each Sur 
veyor and Treasurer thereof upon such list. This court doth appoint Mr. 
Cockshutt and Mr. Greenfield to call before them the Surveyors and Treasur 
ers and all others concerned to make and exhibit their accounts of moneys 
before them, who are straitly and narrowly to examine the same, and to 
allow of no disbursments but such as shall be made out by good proofs, 
nor no unreasonable or extravagant expence in the accounts, and to receive 
the balance due thereon. And of their acting and doing therein, and of the 
state of such accounts, that they certify the Justices of the Peace at the 
next General Quarter Sessions of Peace here to be holden."

It is rather difficult to understand the reason why this Order 
was issued, for after a very careful examination of the records as 
evidenced in Minutes and Orders for the years 1683-1693 the 
list of the Clerk of the Court not being available although an 
expenditure of over £1,215 is shown on bridges for that period,
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yet out of this sum not quite half of the expense had been incurred 
on Ribble Bridge and Walton Cop, and Ribchester Bridge  
work that was paid for by the whole County while the other half 
of the money was spent in repairing 27 Hundred Bridges, which 
worked out at the rate of a little under £25 per bridge. In 
addition, the Justices in open Court had allowed the Accounts 
for four of the bridges, expressing themselves " well satisfied with 
Mr. Thomas Winckley's Accounts for the repair to Ribble Bridge 
and Cop," and had thanked Mr. Dandy for " his cares and pains " 
over Stone Bridge over Lostock Water in Walton-le-Dale. With 
out the evidence of all the actual accounts for all the bridges it is 
at this date impossible to ascertain how far the Justices were 
justified in levelling the two charges of mis-appropriation and 
extravagance against the Supervisors and Treasurers. There 
is certainly nothing in the existing accounts that gives colour to 
either of them. At the same time it is rather singular that in 
1697 the Justices ordered that " the Supervisors of Bridges in the 
two Hundreds of Blackburn and Amounderness for the four 
years last past are to give account of the Country money." This 
probably had to be done in open Court.

It is also rather noteworthy that the year 1693 saw the appoint 
ment of the first salaried Supervisor. This was Mr. Geoffrey Roby, 
steward to the Lady Hoghton, and his special duty was the care 
of Ribble Bridge and Walton Cop, " and as often as the same shall 
need repair and amendments he set forth men forthwith to repair 
and amend the same. And as an encouragement and reward to 
Mr. Roby for his care and pains to be taken about the work, this 
Court doth allow to grant to Mr. Roby the yearly sum of 405. 
to be paid on every Michaelmas Day." He was a man of some 
experience, and he is called in to assist other Supervisors in the 
Hundred, for in two sets of accounts, those connected with 
Davyfield and Mellor Brook Bridges, appear these items : 
" To Mr. Roby riding his horse and going three times to set and view the
wall. 73. 6d."
" To Mr. Roby for assisting and going to Mellor 3 times. 53."

It is not suggested that there was a continuous succession of 
salaried Bridgcmasters from that date on, but it is certain that the 
office was created in January, 1717, for in that month and year 
appears in Minutes and Orders the following : 
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" On reading the appointment and order of Thomas Stanley and Edmund 
Townley, Esqrs., two of His Majesty's Justices of the Peace and Quorum 
in and for the said County (of Lancaster) bearing date the agth of October 
last that Evan Walls and John Haydock gents., be SUPERVISORS OF 
ALL THE PUBLIC HUNDRED BRIDGES IN THE HUNDRED OF 
BLACKBURN this Court doth concur withe the said Justices of the Peace 
in such order and doth appoint and order that the said Evan Walls and 
John Haydock from time to time view take care of and repair all the said 
Bridges as shall be necessary, and for their services and salary this Court 
doth refer to the said Justices to set and settle the sum, which is to com 
mence from the said 2gth day of October last past."

From that time forward the succession was unbroken, and the 
extract will help to correct any false idea which might be formed 
from Wcbb's description of the appointment of Bridgemasters 
in Lancashire, and especially from the footnote to that description 
which would lead one to think that the appointment of this official 
first took place in 1756. The schoolmaster referred to in that 
description was Richard Cottam, who, beside being a land surveyor 
acted as the estate agent for the Braddyll properties in the 
Hundred.

The great bridges in the Hundred over the Ribble and its two 
principal tributaries, the Calder and the Hodder, were of two or 
more arches. Above Preston the main stream was spanned at 
one place only in the I7th century, at Eadsford Bridge in Clitheroe, 
before the erection of the New Bridge at Salesbury Ford, on which 
work must have commenced in the early summer of 1674. Earlier 
than that date it was felt that there was need for a bridge at Mitton, 
and the Justices were petitioned to that effect in the year 1658. 
The Ford there was stated to be in a very dangerous state, being of 
" a very stony nature," and the names of four persons who had 
been drowned at the crossing are given. It was claimed that the 
way was very much frequented, and that the bridge would be 
very useful for the inhabitants of the County as it would form a 
safe link between the Market Towns of Blackburn and Slaidburn. 
Nor did the signatories doubt but that the inhabitants of the West 
Riding would bear one-half of the charges of the bridge. After 
reading the petition the Justices appointed, among others, Nicholas 
Towneley of Royle, John Starkie of Huntroyde, Thomas Braddyll 
of Portfield, John Halstead of Rowley, and Richard Waddington 
of Whalley to visit the site suggested, and to certify the Justices
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at their next Sessions whether they considered the bridge to be 
necessary, and the estimated cost of the half that lay in Lancashire. 
As the above gentlemen were also among the petitioners it is not 
surprising to find that they reported that the bridge was necessary. 
They estimated the cost of the Lancashire half to be £230. Among 
the Petitions is what is quite evidently a draft of a letter written 
by the Justices at Preston to the Justices of the West Riding, 
and in it they stated that they were perfectly willing for a Roll 
for this amount to be issued, if the latter would do the like within 
their own county for the other half of the bridge. And there 
the matter rested. It was not until the 1801 that the ford and the 
ferry were replaced by a bridge. This was built by public sub 
scription, and at the first meeting the sum of nearly £1,200 was 
promised.

With regard to Eadsford Bridge it appears somewhat singular 
that, although one end stands within the Township of Clitheroe, 
the Borough claimed in 1657 the right possessed by all the other 
Boroughs within the County to be free from all leys and taxes 
imposed towards the building and repair of bridges, and even 
of her own bridge. In the accounts for 1634 f°r Whalley and 
Fenisford Bridges there appears a deduction made of 233. 4d. 
which is ascribed to " Cliderowe. Nowell's Constable." From 
this it would appear that the Borough paid nothing on that 
occasion. Later on when Ribble Bridge at Walton was being 
repaired for some reason she paid her proportionable part. But 
when in 1657 the case for the Corporation was moved by a Mr. 
Henry Brabin, the Justices referred consideration of the claim to 
Colonel Richard Shuttle worth and John Starkie of Huntroyde. 
Their verdict went in favour of Clitheroe, and in Minutes and 
Orders for July of that year it is recorded that, " it is thought fit, 
and ordered by this Court, that the said Borough shall hereafter 
be freed from being taxed towards the repair of any public bridges, 
except those within the same, and that the moneys paid (by 
Clitheroe) towards the repair of Ribble Bridge shall be repaid by 
the Overseers thereof, if any happen to remain in their hands 
over and above the finishing of the said Bridge, or otherwise the 
same to be repaid out of the first assessment laid hereafter within 
this County for the repair of Bridges."

That the granting of this exemption was a great relief to the
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Borough may be realised from the " Accounts of the Greave of 
the Forest of Rossendale " for the year 1698, for in that one year 
alone the inhabitants of the Forest were called upon to pay no 
less a sum than £29 towards the repair of twelve public bridges 
within the County. As a contrast, all that Clitheroe had to main 
tain were four wooden footbridges and as many platts which 
crossed the brooks within the Town. Naturally enough this single 
exemption in the whole of the Hundred was a source of grievance 
to the other townships, and for over a period of 50 years the High 
Constables of the Hundred endeavoured to obtain a reversal of 
the order. On one occasion at least the Justices in Sessions tried 
to compel the Borough to pay at least its share for the repair of 
its own half of the bridge at Eadsford, but without avail, for the 
Burgesses stuck to this valuable exemption and refused to do so. 
In 1706 they obtained full and final absolution. It is rather 
remarkable that there exists no document among the Clitheroe 
Archives that even hints at this struggle between the Borough 
and the Justices.

The building of a bridge over the Ribble at Salesbury Ford 
had been mooted some years before the work was completed in 
1676, but as the way approaching the ford from the south through 
Salesbury Park was but a bridle-way, the erection of the bridge 
had been retarded. " The neighbours were indisposed to contri 
bute to so great a work till the same way were indisputably 
acknowledged and made a highway." An interview with John 
Talbot, " sole owner of the lands through which the way ran," 
was a fruitful one, for he was willing " not only to acknowledge, 
but by his deed to confirm the said way leading from the Ford 
to a place called Dinckley Moor to be and remain a Highway 
forever, upon condition that a lane eight yards in breadth through 
out may be ditched out and well fenced on both sides, and also 
that a new good and substantial causeway shall be paved and made, 
and all this at the expense of the whole Parish of Blackburn." 
It was thereupon ordered by the Court at Preston, with the consent 
of the Magistrates acting for the other Hundreds, " that three 
Fifteens should be levied upon the whole County for building a 
substantial stone Bridge, to be of four, five, or more arches, at the 
most convenient place to the Ford, to be of the full Breadth of 
the Bridge near Preston called Ribble Bridge, which will have
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Battlements four feet high at the least." For this sum four 
local gentlemen, John Marsh of Elston, Edmund Mayden of 
Hothersall, Thomas Hill of Dilworth, and William Dewhurst of 
Ribchester, undertook to complete the building of the bridge 
" before Michaelmas come two years," and " to uphold and 
maintain it for a year and a day, and then leave it in good standing 
and condition."

This Bridge ranked for some years as a County Bridge, but in 
1701 it was ordered at the Sheriff's Table that it should be repaired 
at the sole costs of the Hundred of Blackburn, and this Order 
was confirmed later in the same year at Preston Sessions. But 
in March, 1720 the indictment for its non-repair was found against 
the Inhabitants of the County of Lancaster, and not against 
the Hundred, and from that time forward it takes its place with 
the other County Bridges, and Rolls are issued upon the county 
for its repair. In the History of Ribchester, by Smith and Shortt, 
it is stated that " in 1669 the old bridge when erected is un 
certain between the Townships of Ribchester and Clayton-le- 
Dale was replaced by the bridge which, in 1772, was washed down 
by flood," but it is almost certain that there was no bridge at the 
Ford until 1676. In the description of the Earl of Derby's 
march on Whalley in 1643 it is stated that " he marched over 
Ribble at Salesbury Boat," and in the rout that commenced at 
Read Bridge, his men were chased out of Whalley " to the Sands, 
thence to Langho Green, thence to Ribble side called Salesbury 
Boat ; the horse and foot took Ribble, many of the foot wading 
to the chin." Nor could it have been in existence in 1648, when 
Cromwell held his council of war at " Hodder Bridge over Ribble," 
and decided to march over, " there being no other bridge betwixt 
that and Preston." The mistake probably arose because there 
was another bridge named Ribchester Bridge, a Hundred Bridge 
which is mentioned in Minutes and Orders for January, 1648. 
This was the bridge at the east end of Ribchester spanning the 
stream formed by the confluence of Button, Stydd and Boyce 
Brooks, and which was subsequently known as Stone Bridge 
and referred to by James Lowde, the Supervisor of Lower Hodder 
Bridge, in 1648, as " a bridge over the brook at Ribchester which is 
of small use but for the town of Ribchester only." On the 
Dinkley Road, at a point about a hundred yards from Ribchester
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Bridge over the Ribble, stands Gunnery Bridge, spanning a narrow 
brook. This was rebuilt when the road through Salesbury Park 
was constructed, and it bears still the marks of at least half-a- 
dozen masons. The bridge cost about £60 to build, and took the 
place of a wooden footbridge. It was ordered by the Justices 
in 1679 that " the new bridge called Gunnery Bridge and the new 
way leading from the new Bridge called Salesbury Bridge to 
Dinckley Moor should be repaired and kept in order for the future 
by the Inhabitants of Salesbury." But the Bridge obtained 
recognition as a Hundred Bridge, and was afterwards maintained 
as such.

The story of Ribble Bridge at Walton has been so often told 
that it is only necessary here to note the widening of the Cop 
that led to the south end of it. In Minutes and Orders for 
October, 1634, it is stated that, " in consideration that Sir Gilbert 
Hoghton Kt. and Bart, hath freely condescended to grant and 
assure to make and enlarge the Bank or Cop eight yards in breadth 
for a common highway, and to convey the same for the good and 
use of the whole country unto some one gentleman in every 
Hundred in this County, it is therefore ordered that one Fifteen 
shall be collected within the Hundreds of Blackburn and 
Amounderness by the High Constables, and paid to Sir Gilbert 
Hoghton, Radclifie Ashton, Esqr., William Lemon, Mayor of 
Preston, the Mayor of Preston for the time being, and William 
Elston of Brockholes, gent., who are intreated by this Court to 
be Surveyors of the work to see the work effected and perfected in 
all things according to the expectation of the Court and the 
Country, and this Court doth intreat the Justices of the Peace 
in other Hundreds that they would allow, approve and ratify 
this Order." That the other Justices did so is shown by the 
issue of a Roll for one Fifteen, or a " Quinden," on the County 
for the widening of the Cop.

It appears to have been the custom in the County to set up 
guide stones or posts on the most important bridges for the 
benefit of travellers. For instance, two Clitheroe men were 
presented at the Court Leet held there in 1621, and ordered to 
" bring the Diall Stone which stood on Eadsforth Bridge to the 
Market Cross before May Day next." In the accounts for Ribble 
Bridge in 1693 this set of items appears : 
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" Paid for a Dial Plate at Ribble Bridge 33. 6d.
Mason work at the Dial Post is. 4d.
Mr. Holder fixing Dial Plate on Post 2s. 6d."

A dial was also purchased for Bamber Bridge for 35., and 6d. was 
paid for putting it on. In 1695 Celia Fiennes had remarked that at 
all cross ways (in Lancashire) there were posts with hands pointing 
to each road, with the names of the great town or market town to 
which it led, and she praises this custom, which anticipated the 
Act of two years later which gave authority to the Justices to 
instruct Surveyors of Highways to set up a " direction stone or 
post at cross highways."

The bridges over the Calder and its headstreams provide several 
points of interest. It seems likely that some of them were built 
at an early date along the route that the Lords of the Honour of 
Clitheroe traversed from Lancaster to Pontefract. After leaving 
the Trough of Bowland, in succession would come the fording 
of the Langden Beck and the Hodder, the Ribble at Eadsford; 
Sabden Brook; the Calder at Padiham and Burnley, before 
the Duke's Causeway was entered to the south-east of the latter 
place in the neighbourhood of Mereclough. At three of these 
places, namely Clitheroe, Sabden and Burnley, bridges would be 
necessary. The crossing of the Calder at Padiham was by a ford 
as late as 1231, for in that year John, Earl of Lincoln and Con 
stable of Chester, granted to Gilbert Whitaker twenty acres of 
land in Padiham, commencing at Calder Ford, and so, on either 
side of the road from Clitheroe, to the Moor. From this road, 
on the height of Padiham Moor, a road descended branching 
over Altham Bridge, past Huncoat, and so forward to the Forest 
of Rossendale, the way that was described by the Inhabitants 
of the Forest, who took their dead to Clitheroe Church for inter 
ment, as being " very foule, painfull, and hillous." It was in 
order to provide an easier route for a growing volume of traffic 
to Manchester, by way of Haslingden and Bury, that new bridges 
were constructed at the charges of the Hundred at three places, 
at Fenysford over the Calder in 1634, and over the Hyndburn at 
Sparth and Accrington in 1642 and 1672 respectively.

The Burnley Bridges maintained by the Hundred were three 
in number. Burnley Lower Bridge over the Calder was on the 
main Blackburn Road, which ran through Padiham and Altham.
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At each of these places were bridges, and also at Sykeside between 
Altham and Clayton-le-Moors. From Padiham a road branched 
south, and this was carried over Green Brook at Green Bridge, 
and going through Hapton led to Haslingden. Inquiry was made 
concerning this bridge as to whether the inhabitants of Hapton 
ought to maintain it. It was found that it was the duty of the 
Hundred to keep it in repair, and a Roll for a third part of the 
Fifteen was issued in 1641. When the time for payment came 
round it was stated that the mason, William Emott, had made 
it much larger and wider than was originally intended, upon the 
advice of the Supervisors two local yeomen and " of several 
gentlemen and neighbours thereabouts upon the promise to see 
him satisfied by the Country." As a result the amount raised 
in the original Roll had to be supplemented by a further Roll so 
that undelayed payment might be made to Emott. And thus 
Green Bridge, thanks to the accommodating spirit of the Justices, 
became a cart bridge at the expense of the Hundred.

Burnley's second bridge, Hand Bridge, was also built over the 
Calder, and was the starting point for the road that led south 
over the moors to Bury and Rochdale. This bridge was converted 
into a cart bridge in the year 1664. The Upp Bridge, or Church 
Bridge, spanned the Brun, and stood on the road leading up the 
valley to Marsden and Colne. This bridge is noted in a grant 
made in 1469 by Ralph Holden, Abbot of Whalley, to John 
Towneley, of a strip of land, " lying from the Brig of Browne, 
between the Water and the Churchyard of Bronley."

From the last-named road running to Colne two roads crossed 
the Pendle Water, one of the headstreams of the Calder, com 
municating with Pendle Forest and the country beyond. The 
first crossed the Pendle Water at Bradley Bridge, later known as 
Quaker's Bridge, and is mentioned for the first time in Minutes and 
Orders in 1634. The second road made the crossing by means 
of the New Bridge in Pendle, situated just below the confluence 
of Colne Water with Pendle Water. This bridge appears to have 
been erected in somewhat irregular fashion. In Minutes and 
Orders for April, 1658, it is recorded that " Upon reading and 
perusal of an Order made by the Judges of Assize at the last 
Assizes held at Lancaster concerning a Roll to be issued by this 
Court for the assessment of the Inhabitants of the Hundred of
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Blackburn to be paid unto Thomas Walmesley, gent., who married 
the daughter and executrix of Richard Grimshaw of Morehills, 
gent., towards the reimbursement of £400 which the said Richard 
Grimshaw did in his lifetime, as is pretended, at the instance and 
intreaty of the then Justices of the Peace and several gentlemen 
of interest in the said Hundred, disburse for the erection of a Bridge 
called New Bridge in Pendle, it is Ordered by this Court that 
Mr. Walmesley shall at the next Sessions of Peace here to be 
holden make it appear to this Court how and in what manner 
the same moneys became due, and at whose instance and request 
the said Mr. Grimshaw disbursed the same, and that notice be 
given that the Inhabitants of the said Hundred do make their 
Defence and shew cause, if they can, why the rnoneys should not 
be imposed, and if no cause be then shewn the Roll to go forth 
according to the Judges Order." The investigations into this 
extraordinary expenditure took some considerable time, and it was 
not until 1666 that the Roll went out for this large amount and 
the sum was paid over.

In Barrowford the Pendle Water was crossed by three other 
bridges. " Th' Owd Bridge " at Higherford, now classed as an 
Ancient Monument, dates back at least to 1583, for there is a 
Pleading in Duchy of Lancaster Court for that date which refers 
to it as the " Newbrigge of Barowforde." This is probably the 
New Bridge that is mentioned in Minutes and Orders for October 
1636, and for which an Order for £30 went out on the Hundred in 
the following January. Barrowford Bridge, which was known 
locally as the Dragon Bridge, does not appear in the Petitions 
until 1683, but this may be the Wanless Bridge which was 
petitioned for 33 years earlier. One other bridge which is named 
Potter Bridge, and is described as standing over Pendle Water 
and in the Parish of Colne, and must have been one of the bridges 
in Barrowford, is the subject of a Petition in 1689, but I have 
not been able to site this bridge. It was evidently one of the 
bridges carrying a road between Barrowford and Colne.

The latter place, an old market town, and the centre of a district 
where the weaving of woollen goods was linked up with agricul 
tural pursuits, and where a fulling mill existed as early as 1311, 
was connected with the south and east by four bridges over 
Colne Water and its tributary streams. These were Colne, or
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Waterside Bridge, Primitt Bridge, Laneshaw Bridge, and Carry 
Bridge. There is no record of the last three bridges being repaired 
at the expense of the Hundred in the first half of the lyth century. 
But there is another Colne bridge, known as Scotte Bridge, 
granted two parts of a Fifteen for repairs in 1668, whose name 
does not appear in lists of Hundred Bridges drawn up in 1805 
and 1903, which may have been an earlier name for Primitt Bridge. 
This last bridge spans the Colne Water on the old highway to 
Burnley.

Carry Bridge, the " Carrehey " Bridge of the Court Rolls of 
the Honour of Clitheroe in 1546, was a wood bridge in 1640, 
erected at the expense of the chief inhabitants of Trawden. When 
it was rebuilt at the end of the iyth Century the cost was nearly 
£60, towards which sum just over £25 was subscribed by several 
parishes within the County of York," for the encouragement of so 
good a work." As their share the parishioners of Colne contri 
buted rather more than £18, and the Justices for the Blackburn 
Hundred made a grant of £5 towards the cost of rebuilding. 
The collector of the moneys for the bridge, finding himself short 
of the money to be paid over to the workmen, petitioned the 
Justices in Quarter Sessions for further help, with the result 
that an additional grant of £5 was made. Very shortly afterwards 
this bridge became a Hundred Bridge. The case is quoted as 
being one of two instances recorded where the Justices gave 
gratuities to help to build a bridge. In this case the responsibility 
for its upkeep was clearly and certainly established.

In the other case, that of Chatburn Bridge, which lies on the 
highway between Clitheroe and Gisburn, it was stated in the 
Petition that it was known by whom the bridge ought to be re 
paired. The signatories requested that some small sum of money 
should be granted by the Justices in order to put the bridge into 
a thorough state of repair, and that, if the Petition was granted, 
" your petitioners will consent for ever hereafter to uphold the 
same." That was in the year 1684, but the bridge is found in the 
list of Hundred Bridges in 1805.

I am in doubt as to which of the two Laneshaw Bridges was 
recognised as a Hundred Bridge in the i7th century the one 
over High Laithe Beck, or the one over Colne Water. Both 
are to be found in the 1805 list. In this instance we have again
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an irregular feature, for the men who say that they had been 
appointed Surveyors, but by whom it does not appear, ask for the 
sum of over £22 to be estreated upon the Hundred in order " to 
satisfy and pay the workmen which hath already performed the 
work." But the Justices acquiesced, the Roll was issued, and 
the money was paid over to the Surveyors. In addition the 
Surveyors were granted the sum of £2 for their pains.

The Rossendale District, another area in which the woollen 
trade and agriculture throve side by side, was served by six 
bridges maintained by the Hundred. The most important was 
Ewood Bridge, over the River Irwell, which lay in the Hundreds 
of Blackburn and Salford. Over this bridge went the traffic 
between the north and Bury, with the addition of that which came 
from Blackburn by way of Holden Bridge, over the River Ugden, 
and from Rawtenstall over Newhall Hey Bridge. All these 
three bridges are recorded as needing repair before the Civil 
War broke out. Higher up the Irwell were two bridges which 
more particularly carried the traffic over Brandwood Moor to 
Rochdale, namely Waterfoot and Brandwood Bridges. A cross 
road from Haslingden to Bacup was taken over Whitewell Brook 
at Boothfold by Wolfenden Booth Bridge. Over the various 
cloughs were other bridges, but these were maintained by the 
Townships. Another line of road ran to the west of the Irwell 
and went on to Holcombe, and from thence to Bury and Bolton. 
On this road a bridge south of Haslingden over the Ugden, 
Bridge End Bridge, was to become a Hundred Bridge early in 
the 18th century.

Blackburn, the centre of an ancient Parish, the original head- 
town of the Hundred, with its noted Monday market and May- 
Day Fair, its important manufactures of woollen goods in Tudor 
times, and of checks from early Stuart days, was an important 
focus of the local trade. In the Town itself were three bridges 
maintained by the Hundred, " one of which leads between the 
Market Towns of Preston and Blackburn, another leading between 
the Market Towns of Bury, Bolton, and Blackburn, and the third 
leading between the Market Towns of Clitheroe and Blackburn, 
all standing over the River called Blackburn." These are named 
in Minutes and Orders of 1672 as Wooley, Milne, and Talbot 
Bridges.
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On the Mill Bridge stood a dungeon in the I7th century, which 
was succeeded in 1700 by the old Town Prison which served its 
turn until the year 1824. The structure was then known as the 
House of Correction Bridge. Talbot Bridge might have been the 
name of the old bridge at Cob Wall. It could hardly have been 
Salford Bridge, for this is mentioned specifically in the Petition 
in 1703, when an Order was made for its repair. Wooley Bridge 
was the first of the series on the Old Road to Preston, the others 
being Feniscliffe, Moulding Water, and Cann Bridges. All these 
were widened to accommodate carts and carriages during the 
century, as this was one of the most important crossroads in the 
county. Minutes and Orders for January, 1666, records that a 
Fifteen "is to be allowed and collected within the Hundred of 
Blackburn for the re-building of Moulding Water Bridge and a 
Roll to be sent out by the Clerk of the Peace in case the Justices 
of the Peace shall grant an assessment upon the Hundred of 
Leyland for making of the way lying to the end of the said Bridge 
passable for Cart and Carriage and upon the Assurances made by 
Sir Richard Hoghton and Ralph Livesay of Livesay csq., that the 
way over the Bridge shall be free for all His Majesty's subjects 
to pass and repass without let or stop."

On an alternative route to Preston further north the River 
Darwen was spanned at two points, at Samlesbury Bridge and 
Roach Bridge. The latter appears to have been repairable by 
the Township of Samlesbury originally, and not by the Hundred. 
In the Minutes and Orders for 1673 it is stated that, " Whereas 
this Court allowed a taxation of £60 upon the Inhabitants of the 
Hundred of Blackburn for Roch Bridge, yet it is agreed and ordered 
by this Court that the said Bridge shall be repaired and amended 
by the Inhabitants of the Town of Samlesbury whenever here 
after it shall fall into decay." But when important repairs 
had to be done in 1711, and in spite of a Traverse, the Hundred 
was taxed, and from that time on it was recognised as a Hundred 
Bridge.

The road from Blackburn to the north divided after being 
bridged at Cob Wall and Little Hardwood, one branch running to 
Salesbury Ford and the other to Whalley. On the former road 
Pretty Foot and Oaks Bridges stood over Park Brook. Pretty 
Foot might be the Pollard's Bridge in Wilpshire (1640), described
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as being on the King's Highway between the Market Towns of 
Lancaster and Blackburn. In another Petition Wilpshire Bridge 
is named. Here again we have a bridge where it was not known 
who was responsible for its repair. The other branch to Whalley 
needed no bridges, running over the moors, and descending 
very abruptly to Whalley Bridge from the Nab, a declivity upon 
which Pennant commented, and which was also specially men 
tioned in the Preamble to the Clitheroe-Blackburn Road Act of 
1775. A lateral road connected the Salesbury and Whalley 
Roads and necessitated the construction of bridges at Mellor 
Brook and Dinckley.

East from Blackburn ran the roads across Enfield Moor to 
Burnley and to Accrington, and the Hindburn was crossed at 
Holt Bridge (the original Hyndburn Bridge), and Church Bridge, 
the latter being re-built in 1651. It was intended in the first 
instance to repair the old bridge which stood here, but there was 
opposition to this course being taken, led by John Braddyll of 
Portfield, and it was not until two years had passed that the plan 
of building a new bridge was sanctioned.

To the south went the two roads to Bolton, the lower road 
crossing the Darwen at Ewood, Nether Darwen and Upper Darwen. 
These were supplemented by an entirely new bridge " for carts 
and loaden horses " in 1677 over Sunnyhurst Brook. This bridge, 
Dobhole Bridge, also served the cross-road running from Preston 
to Bury. On the higher road, which followed the track of the old 
Roman road, it was necessary to construct a bridge over Davy- 
field Brook, a tributary to the Darwen.

Most of the bridges over these subsidiary streams were of the 
one-arch type, standing high above " heady" brooks, and 
strongly tied to the banks with piers of masonry. No less than 
fifteen of them had spans of forty feet and upwards, and they 
fully bear out the observations made about them by Celia Fiennes. 
" But passing by many very large arches that were only single 
ones, but as large as two great gateways, and the water I went 
through that run under them was so shallow notwithstanding 
these we're exceeding high arches, I enquired the meaning, and 
was informed that in great rains those brooks would be swelled 
to so great a height, that unless those arches were so high no 
passing while it were so. They had but narrow bridges for foot
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or horse, and at such floods they are forced to boat it till they come 
to those arches on the great bridges which are across their great 
rivers. I passed by at least half-a-dozen of these high single 
arches which are very high." It is to be noticed that the rider 
fords the brooks and does not ride over the bridges ; evidently 
she was a believer in the old proverb that, " Bridges were made by 
wise men to walk over and fools to ride over."

In the outlying part of the Hundred to the north of Longriclge 
Fell and drained by the Hoddcr and its principal tributary the 
Loud the most important bridge was Doeford Bridge, standing a 
little higher up the Hodder than the point at which the Roman 
Road from Ribchester to Overborough passed through the stream. 
There is a doubt whether a bridge did exist here in the lyth century, 
for in the year 1675 the Township of Thornley was presented and a 
fine laid for neglect to repair the highway within Thornley 
" betwixt a ford over the Hodder called Daw Ford and Longridge 
Chapel." I find no reference to this bridge in the County records 
earlier than July 1708, when a " Roll was to issue on the Hundred 
for £30 for the repair of the west end of Dawford Bridge within 
Aighton, Bailey and Chaigley, over the River Hodder, betwixt 
the Market Towns of Preston and Settle." According to 
Mr. Berkeley-Weld in his History of Leagram, the present bridge 
was built about 1770, and replaced an older structure which 
crossed the river about a hundred roods lower down, and which 
was carried away by a great flood after much snow. The old 
bridge was low and narrow with several arches, The present 
bridge, according to the Hundred Book of 1802, consisted of two 
arches, each with a span of 55 feet with a centre pier of 10 feet in 
thickness. There are no less than thirteen distinct masons' 
marks on this bridge.

From the early part of the ijih century there were two bridges 
over the Loud maintained by the Hundred : Higher Loud Bridge 
which stood on the highway between Chipping and the main road 
to the north, and Lower Loud Bridge which lay on the route 
between Chipping and Longridge and so to Preston. The Lower 
Bridge was two-arched with spans of 2i-|- feet and 32^ feet and an 
enormously strong pier 15 feet thick. There was also a bridge 
over Chipping Brook, a tributary stream to the Loud, to which 
repairs were necessary in 1654. This led into Leagram, and is
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described by Mr. Berkeley-Weld as a stone foot-bridge with an 
over-all width of 5| feet. According to the same authority a 
bridge of a single arch existed at Loud Mytham, near Loud foot, 
over which a horse might be led when the ford was too dangerous ; 
but higher up the stream, at Gibbon Pool, the crossing was made 
by a single plank and rail. The present bridges were erected at 
these two places by public subscription in 1835.

A partially decipherable entry in the Chipping Register under 
September 3rd, 1600, records that " Isabell Gregson als Parker, 
bastard daughter of Thomas Parker of Graystonlie in Bolland, 
(being by misfortune was . . . upon a peble going over was 
drowned . . . beyond Graystonlie, my father's late house, for 
want of a good bridge, and was carried downe to ... there 
found the same day, the ould bridge being washed away by a 
flood.) " This hints at an old bridge at Doeford.

The southern approach to Preston was well provided with 
bridges, and all the roads converged upon the Cop at Walton 
and the main bridge over the Ribble there. The importance of 
the town and the amount of traffic on these roads leading to it may 
be well gauged by the frequency with which these bridges figure 
in the Minutes and Orders, from the beginning of these records 
in 1626. The two natural barriers to easy communication were 
the sluggish and swampy-margined Lostock Water, and the more 
turbulent but more closely confined River Darwen. Six bridges 
are to be noted, sometimes under different names. Two spanned 
the first stream, three the second, while Burscough Bridge carried 
the road past the Low Church over the Mill Goit between the Dar 
wen and the Ribble. The two over the Lostock were Lostock or 
Bamber Bridge, and Lower Bamber or Stone or Dandy Bridge. 
As the southern ends of these two bridges lay in the Leyland 
Hundred the inhabitants of both Hundreds were called upon to 
pay " according to such quantity and proportion as the same 
Hundreds ought to be charged by the Book of Rates and Taxes 
usual for the taxing of sums therein," a proportion of 2 : I for 
Blackburn and Leyland respectively.

The bridges over the Darwen were Darwen Bridge, Cann 
Bridge and Bannister Bridge, with Burscough Bridge over the 
Mill Goit leading in the road from Mellor Brook. Bannister 
Bridge was, as it is today, a wooden footbridge, and although it
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had been repaired at the expense of the Hundred in 1635, yet 
the Court in 1664 ordered, upon its presentment as being in decay, 
that " the Inhabitants of Walton in le Dale shall forthwith 
repair the said Bridge well and sufficiently, and, if in case they make 
it appear to this Court at the next Sessions that the Hundred 
ought to repair the same then they shall be reimbursed the said 
moneys." The Township did make it appear that the bridge 
was a Hundred Bridge, and at the charge of the Hundred it was 
repaired.

Cann Bridge appears to have been a wooden structure until 
1646, for in April in that year it was ordered that an order for 
£103 should be issued upon the Hundred for a bridge " to be built 
of stone for carts and carriages." It was not until 1662 that 
Burscough Bridge, lying on the secondary road from Blackburn to 
Preston, was made into a cart bridge, and at the same time the 
roll was issued to cover the cost of " purchasing a new way there."

The builders of the Hundred Bridges built sturdy and strong 
bridges of stone, and their handiwork still is evidenced in the 
four bridges in the Hundred of Blackburn which have been listed 
as Ancient Monuments, namely at Higherford, at Whalley, at 
Eadsford and at Lower Hodder. The single arch was anchored 
firmly to the land, founded wherever possible upon rock, and 
protected by walls above and below the bridge which guided 
the stream between the abutments, and guarded them from the 
swirl and backwash of the water once it had passed through the 
arch. The piers of the synthetic bridges were based on strong 
and broad stone footings, which were framed in by piles or stout 
planks, and set well below low water mark. These piers were as 
broad as the velocity and strength of the flood stream permitted 
them to be, yet not so narrow as to be overthrown by the thrust 
of the arch. The arches, whether pointed or semicircular, 
segmental or radial, were set as high and as wide as the margin 
for safety demanded, with the contraction set well above the nor 
mal level of the water. The spreading spandril fanning out from 
the springer to the keystone provided a further weighty load to 
ensure the stability of the medieval bridge. The cutwaters, 
more pronounced as a rule on the upstream side than on the down 
stream, had their height regulated by flood level of the stream, 
and were capped by pyramidal,copings. The thickness of the pier
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and the span of the arch ranged round about the ratio of i to 5, 
but this relationship was regulated by the character of the 
individual stream and the nature of the bed upon which the piers 
rested. This will best be seen from the particulars given below 
of the three synthetic bridges now ranking as Ancient Monuments. 
These comprise : 

(a) The span of the main arch in feet.
(b) The thickness of the main supporting piers.
(c) The width of the bridge road, including battlements.
(d) The type of arch.

(a) (b) (c) (d)
1. Eadsford 60 ft. n ft. & 10 ft. 8 ft. pointed.
2. Whalley   35 ft. 10 ft. 8 ft. 4 ins. semi 

circular
3. Lower Hodder 49^ ft. g| ft. 7 ft. segmental

Thus it is evident that there was room for one cart only at a time 
on each of these important bridges, and it was due to this lack 
of breadth that a great deal of the repair work was necessary, 
references to the displacement of the battlement stones being 
frequent, and even occurring in connection with the greatest 
bridge in the Hundred, Ribble Bridge at Walton. In the Minutes 
and Orders for 1634 it is stated that William Johnson is to take 
the accounts of the Supervisors of Ribble Bridge, and certify 
what money do remain in their hands, " so that course may be 
taken for the gaining and taking up of the asler and batlings 
fallen into the River out of the same water." This led to the 
practice of tying the battlement stones with iron clasps and 
sinking them in lead. Thus in the case of Davyfield Bridge the 
viewers recommend that " the batterings be clasped with iron 
and leaded in, which without it they will not continue unthrown 
down not a year to an end." Stones so displaced were, as we have 
seen, recovered from the bed of the stream and set up again, and 
for this work " in t'watter " the labourers were paid at the rate 
of lod. a day instead of the usual 8d.

In Stuart times then, there -were no fewer than sixty-six bridges 
of different types maintained by the Hundred of Blackburn, 
according to the evidence gathered from the Petitions to Quarter 
Sessions at Preston, and from the Minutes and Orders issued by
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the Justices there. It is always probable that had these docu 
ments covered the whole of the century, one or two others might, 
have been added to the list. As these records show, the Justices 
did strive to provide an adequate system of bridges for the 
Hundred, relative to the nature and amount of the traffic, and to 
the difficulties of the streams to be negotiated. About the year 
1805 a " Book of Plans and Elevations of the Hundred Bridges 
in the Blackburn Hundred " was compiled, and a Map attached, 
evidently based on Yates's Map of   the County, on which the 
bridges were sited. Their number is given as 72, of which 33 
are in the Higher Division, and 39 in the Lower Division, the 
number which is also given in Baines's Gazetteer of the County. 
As an appendix to this paper the list of the Hundred Bridges in 
the iyth century is given, along with the date of erection of the 
new bridge, or the first recorded repair of the old one. A com 
pilation of this description, extended to the other Hundreds, 
with the bridges sited on a map of the county would be a'valuable 
record of the system of communications in Lancashire in that 
century. For, in the words of John Buchan, " From the most 
primitive times, the bridge has been a dominant fact in the life 
of each community. A bridge ruled the lines of traffic. There 
might be a dozen roads of travel, but they all drew to a point at 
the river crossings."

A list of i yth century bridges maintained by the Hundred of Blackburn, 
compiled solely from Petitions to Quarter Sessions at Preston, and from 
the Minutes and Orders Books of the Justices from 1648 and 1626 respec 
tively. The bridges built in this century are in capitals.

OVER THE RIBBLE.
1. Eadsford Bridge ..... MO. 1635,
2. RIBCHESTERBRIDGE (finally a County

Bridge) ...... MO. 1674.

OVER THE HODDER.
3. Hodder Higher Bridge .... MO. 1633.
4. Hodder Lower Bridge. .... QSP. 282. 1666.

OVER THE CALDER.
5. Padiham Bridge ..... MO. 1634.
6. Altham Bridge ..... MO. 1634.
7. FENISFORD BRIDGE . . . MO. 1632.
8. Whalley Bridge ..... MO. 1634.
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	OVER THE HEADSTREAMS OF THE CALDER. 
9. Laneshaw Bridge. Laneshaw Brook or

	High Laiths Beck .... QSP. 777. 1696.
10. Colne Waterside. Colne Water . . MO. 1627.
11. Primmitt Bridge do. . . QSP. 537. 1681.
12. Higherford Bridge. Pendle Water . . MO. 1636.
13. Barrowford Bridge. do. . . QSP. 565. 1683.
14. New Bridge in Pendle. do. . . QSP. 222. 1662.
15. Wanless Bridge. Wanless Water . . QSP. 26. 1650.
16. Bradley Bridge. Pendle Water . . MO. 1634.
17. Burnley Upp Bridge. Brun . . . QSP. 126. 1656.
18. Burnley Bridge. Calder . . . QSP. 2. 1648
19. Hand Bridge. do. ... QSP. 254. 1664.
20. Green Bridge. Green Brook. . . . MO. 1641.

OVER THE HYNDBURN.
21. ACCRINGTON UPPER . . QSP. 386. 1672.
22. Accrington Mill ..... QSP. 202. 1661.
23. Church Bridge ..... QSP. 30. 1650.
24. Holt Bridge . . . . . MO. 1636.
25. HYNDBURN BRIDGE . . . MO. 1642.
26. Sykeside Bridge. Sykeside Brook. . . QSP. 943. 1706. 

(but mentioned in the " Greave of Rossendale's Book " for 1698.)

OVER SABDEN BROOK.
27. Sabden Bridge, ex. 1425.
28. Read Old Bridge ..... MO. 1634.

OVER STREAMS NORTH or CLITHEROE.
29. Smithies Bridge. Rimington Brook, ex. 1523 QSP. 618. 1686.
30. Chatburn Bridge. Chatburn Brook . QSP. 581. 1684.

OVER RIVER LOUD AND OTHER BROOKS.
31. Loud Higher Bridge .... MO. 1634.
32. Loud Lower Bridge .... QSP. 286. 1666.
33. Chipping Bridge. Chipping Brook . . MO. 1654.
34. Stone Bridge. Button Brook . . MO. 1648.
35. Pretty Foot Bridge. Park Brook . . MO. 1640.
36. OAKS BRIDGE. do. . . QSP. 314. 1668.
37. Dinckley Bridge. do. . . MO. 1698.
38. GUNNERY BRIDGE. Brook near Rib-

chester Bridge ..... QSP. 475. 1678.
39. Mellor Bridge. Mellor Brook . . QSP. 660. 1689.

OVER THE BLAKEWATER.
40. Little Harwood ..... QSP. 818. 1698.
41. Cob Wall ...... QSP. 806. 1698.
42. Mill Bridge . . . . . . QSP. 382. 1672.
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43. Talbot Bridge ..... QSP. 382. 1672.
44. Wooley Bridge ..... QSP. 382. 1672.

Salford Bridge ..... QSP. 895. 1703.

	OVER RIVER DARWEN.
45. Darwen Bridge ..... QSP. 537. 1681.
46. DOB HOLE BRIDGE. Dob Hole Water QSP. 467. 1677.
47. Davyfield Bridge. Davyfield Brook. . MO. 1634.
48. Ewood Bridge. . . . . . QSP. 374. 1671.
49. Feniscliffe Bridge ..... MO. 1638.
50. Moulding Water Bridge. Moulding Water QSP. 282. 1666.
51. Nether Darwen ..... MO. 1637.
52. Samlesbury Bridge .... QSP. 581. 1684.
53. Roach Bridge ..... QSP. 394. 1673.
54. Bannister Bridge . . . . . MO. 1635.
55. Cann Bridge . . . . . . MO. 1635.
56. Darwen Bridge, ex. I3th century. . . MO. 1627.
57. Burscough Bridge. Mill Goit . . MO. 1637.

OVER LOSTOCK WATER.
58. Bamber Bridge . . . . . QSP. 202. 1661.
59. Bamber Lower Bridge. Stone or Dandy . QSP. 691. 1690. 

One of the above is Lostock Bridge men 
tioned in :  . . MO. 1626.

60. Another Bridge of wood called New Bridge
over the Darwen .... QSP. 847. 1700.

	OVER THE IRWELL OR TRIBUTARY BROOKS.
61. Holden Bridge. Ugden Brook . . MO. 1627.
62. Ewood Bridge ..... MO. 1629.
63. Newhall Hey ..... MO. 1637.
64. Booth Bridge. Whitewell . . . MO. 1647.
65. Waterfoot Bridge ..... QSP. 632. 1687.
66. Brandwood Bridge . . . . QSP. 777- 1696.

In addition there are the following bridges which have not been sited. 
Scotte Bridge. Within the Township of

Colne ...... QSP. 318. 1668.
Potter Bridge. Over Pendle Water within

the Parish of Colne .... QSP. 668. 1689. 
Pollard Bridge. In Wilpshire . . . MO. 1640. 
Wilpshire Bridge. do. . . QSP. 915. 1704. 
Mylne Bridge. In Walton-le-Dale . . MO. 1635.

In the Accounts of the Greave of Rossendale for 1698 is a payment 
of a rate of £i 135. lod. for the repair of Bridge End Bridge (over the 
River Ogden), but there is no record of this in either QSP or MO. It 
is included in the Hundred Bridges for 1805, but none of the others 
is mentioned by the above names.
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LIST OF iSTH CENTURY BRIDGEMASTERS.
M/O.

Evan Walls and John Haydock, gents. .... Jan. 1717 
John Grimshaw of Simonstonc, gent., and John Haydock of

Burnley, gent. ........ Apr. 1725
The above are still acting in January 1728, but in July, 

1731, the Roll for Bridges on the Hundred is to be paid to 
Tho. Standen of Burnley, and John Cumbrall of Preston, 
gents., Supervisors of the Hundred of Blackburn. 
John Cumbrall of Preston, gent., one of the Bridgemasters

in place of Mr. John Hayhurst lately deceased . . July I73 1 
Thomas Fcnton of Hoghton, gent., and John Cumbrall of

Preston, gent. ........ Apr. 1733
Christopher Grimshaw of Simonstonc in the room of Mr.

Fenton, deceased ....... Jan. 1735
William Anderson of Walton-le-Dalc in the place of John

Cumbrall ......... 1741
Thomas Sclater of Bolland-with-Leagram in place of William

Anderson, resigned ....... Apr. 1746
William Pearson of Walton-le-Dale in place of Thomas

Sclater, deceased ....... Jan. 1747
Handle Holker of Read, gent., in place of Christopher

Grimshaw, deceased ....... Apr. 1748
John Nevill of Blackburn, yeoman, in place of William

Pearson, deceased ....... Apr. 1749
John Nevill appointed Bridgemaster for the whole Hundred . J 754 
Richard Cottam of Whalley, schoolmaster, for the Upper

Part of the Hundred ........ 1756
Adam Cottam of Whalley, gent., in place of Richard Cottam,

resigned .......... 1782
John Hartley of Colne, in place of Adam Cottam, resigned . . 1789 
Benjamin Muschamp for the Higher Division .... 1797

A LETTER TO THE JUSTICES FROM ALEXANDER JOHNSON 
CONCERNING HIGHER HODDER BRIDGE.

QSP. 10/17.

Whereas ye Higher Bridge of Hodder lying betwixt the two counties is in 
great decay that without some speedy help is in danger to fall which will 
cost the counties a very great sum of money for rebuilding the same. And 
I am informed that you have already granted at your last General Sessions 
one whole Fifteen for the repair of soe much as belongs to your county 
which is already estreated and collected, nevertheless another order has 
issued out by the said Court for the recalling of the said moneys out of the 
Supervisors hands to be imployed otherwise by reason of the Court was 
advised that there was no provision made within the West Riding of our
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County for our part, which I can assure you to the contrary, for Collonel 
White and myself was appointed to view the decay and upon our certificate 
what sum were thought expedient to be forthwith estreated, and a day 
fixed for the view, which proved so extraordinary wet did hinder us to 
gather, with the approach of the Scotts. But I doubt not that we shall 
take such course at our next sessions that the moneys will be ready as soon 
as the season of the year will permit of the repair of our part. Therefore I 
do desire you that the moneys already collected may remain in the hands 
of your overseers for the use abovesaid. No more at present but that I am

Yours to serve you,
Alexander Johnson. 

Rishton Grange, 
January, 1648/9.

A REQUEST TO VIEW A HUNDRED BRIDGE AND THE
VIEWERS' CERTIFICATE

Att a Sessions of Peace holden att Preston in Amounderncs in the County 
of Eancaster upon thursday to witt xviith Day of Aprill 165(1. 
This Court doth iiitreat Mr. Roger Kenion of Parkhead, Mr. Richard 
Waddington of Whalley, and Mr. Will'm Shuttleworth of Asterlee to appoint 
some convenient tyme and take with them workmen of skill and view the 
two bridges called ffeundsfford bridge and Whalley bridg now pr'sented 
to bee in great decay and to ccrtifie this Court with what convenient speed 
they may what they conceave will bee sufficient for repaire of the said 
two bridges.

Exaied by Joseph Rigbye
In pursuance of an Order made at the Sessions of Peace holden at Preston 
in Amondernes in the County of Lancast'r upon Thursday the ryth day 
of Aprill 1656 wee whose names are underwritten beinge the p'sons therein 
nominated together with Gilbert Stubs, Edward Stubs, and Nicholas 
Whittaker, Masons, have viewed the two Bridges called ffeindsford Bridge 
and Whalley Bridge and doe conceive that the sume of Three score and 
Ten pounds will bee necessaric for their reparacon.

Roger Kerry on.
Will'm Shuttleworth.
Ric : Waddington. 

Gilbert Stubes his mke. 
Edw. Stubes his mke. 
Allowed.
1. Mr. Waddington.
2. Mr. Ric. Crombock of Clarkhill.
3. Mr. Shuttleworth.
(Evidently to be Supervisors. These three men lived in the village of
Whalley, quite near to both the bridges.)
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AN ACCOMPT MADE BY BENJAMIN WHALLEY AND EDWARD
RICHMOND BOTH OF CHIPPIN GENT: BEING SUPERVISES

FOR LAWDE BRIDGE.
li. s. d.

Imp'rs. pd to ye Masons for Cuttinge Viewinge and settinge
of 91 yards & a halfe of Arch Ash'lrs & Batlem'ts 

pd for ye stones & for Leadinge of them 
pd for 80 yards of Rough Wallinge 
pd for 45 yards of Rough wallinge stones & for ye Leadinge

of them
pd for 34 Loads of Lyme
pd for the Leadinge of ye sand to blend it wth 
pd for ye signe trees 
pd for nayles for ye singe trees 
pd for pullinge upp the ould sluces and for dressinge ye

ould Bridge 
pd for riddinge the ground worke to sett the new arch on and

for cuttinge ye earth below it 
pd for riddinge the ground for ye rough wallinge & for two

whings
pd for ye paveinge of 12 roods 
pd for Leadinge of seavn loads of Gravell 
pd for 124 spiles to sett ye ground worke on 
pd for gettinge, leadingc, and driveinge ye sd spiles 
pd for riddinge the earth from the ould Bridge 
Gave the Masons in earenest when we fest ye worke 
pd for two peices of wood to lay upon ye heads of ye spiles

whereon to sett the groundworke 
pd for ye pr'senttn'ts of the sd bridge 
pd for ye ord'r for ye vewe of the sd bridge 
pd to ye Sup'rvis'rs of the high waves 2s. w'ch hee spent in

attending the sd Sessions
pd to peter Knowles for cuttinge away his ground 
Spent when wee fest the worke with the masons 
Spent when wee sealed the Articles
spent when wee went to ye Quart'r Sessions wth the Certifi 

cate & likewise when wee went to gett the Roll 
spent in goeinge to Blackburne & Whalley at sev'rall tymes

to receive ye money of the cheife Con'bles for the bridge 
spent upon the workemen when they sett the ground worke 
pd for drawinge our accompts 
for drawinge the Certificatt when the Justices came to vewe

ye bridge
pd for Leadinge paveinge stones & sand 
spent at sev'rall tymes upon the workemen and in attend-

inge ye worke to see it right done
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spent in goeinge to ye Ouart'r sessions at Preston ye nth of
June 76 

spent in goeinge to ye Quart'r Sessions at aft'r Michalmas
last aboute the sd bridge 

spent in goeinge to Whalley & to Hodd'r bridge to meet Mr.
Braddell & Mr. Park'r & aboute the money yt I have
disbursed more than I have rec'd 

spent in goeinge to a private sessions at Whalley concirninge
the sd business

pd for ye Leadinge of some gravell now lately to ye bridge 
pd for draweinge the discharge from ye masons 
spent when wee pd ye Masons for ye worke
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For our owne paynes wee referr to yo'r wor'pps discretions to allow us
what you shall thinke ntt.
Gentlemen. Mr. Braddyll and I have perused and examined this account
and doe fynd it to bee just and honest. And wee have likewise vowed the
Repayres of the Bridge and doe fynd it to be well and substantionally
repayred. And as for their paynes wee realely bcleave yt they deserve
fourty shilling though we leave yt to yo'r discretions :

Tho: Parker.




